New unsymmetrical bolaamphiphiles: synthesis, assembly with DNA, and application for gene delivery.
The success in gene therapy relies strongly on new efficient gene delivery vectors. Nonviral vectors based on lipids and polymers constitute an important alternative to the viral vectors. However, the key problem with these vectors is the poor structural control of their DNA complexes. In the present work, following new design we synthesized unsymmetrical bolaamphiphiles, molecules bearing neutral sugar (gluconic acid) and dicationic ornithine head groups connected by different long hydrophobic spacers. Within this design, a positively charged headgroup is expected to bind DNA, the hydrophobic spacer is to drive the formation of a monolayer membrane shell around DNA, while the neutral group is to be exposed outside of the complex. Our fluorescence and gel electrophoresis data showed that self-assembly of bolas and their interaction with DNA depend strongly on the bola structure. The size of bola/DNA complexes (bolaplexes) estimated from dynamic light scattering data was ∼100 nm at low N/P (cationic nitrogen/DNA phosphate molar ratio), while at higher N/Ps it was significantly larger due to neutralization of their surface charge. Atomic force microscopy studies revealed nanostructural rod-shaped or spherical morphology of the bolaplexes. Transfection efficiency of the bolaplexes in vitro was significant when either DOPE or chloroquine were used as helping agents, suggesting that the key barrier for their internalization is the endosomal escape. Finally, all bolas showed low cytotoxicity (cell viability >80%). The present results show that bolas are prospective candidates for construction of nonviral gene delivery vectors. We believe that further optimization of polar head groups and a hydrophobic spacer in the bolas will lead to vectors with controlled small size and high transfection efficiency.